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Effect of hydrogen on Al2O3 ÕCu interfacial structure and adhesion
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We have carried out anab initio investigation of the effect of hydrogen on the Al2O3 /Cu interface. H on the
Al2O3 surface can play a bridging role in the formation of the interface. The interfacial OH bond is stable in
the presence of two atomic layers of Cu. In contrast, an Al monolayer would dissociate the surface OH bond.
For thicker Cu, one-third of a monolayer ofH remains stable in the interface, lowering the work of separation
by 2.3 J/m2. The interfacial work of separation remains larger than that of bulk Cu, however. These results are
consistent with available experimental data.
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Metal/alumina interfaces play an important role in ma
technologies, such as in catalysis supports, corrosion b
ers, optical electronic components, and thermal managem
of and heat sinks for electronic components. These techn
gies often involve metal deposition onto dielectrics such
an Al2O3. Adhesion at these interfaces is critical for many
the aforementioned applications.

Hydrogen is a common surface impurity, which has be
observed1 to be stable on alumina surfaces even after ann
ing at 1100 °C under ultrahigh-vacuum conditions. It h
been found2,3 that hydrogen adsorbed on the Al2O3(0001)
surface affects its structure, rendering the oxygen-termina
surface stable while the clean Al2O3(0001) surface is
known2–4 to be aluminum-terminated. Moreover, there
evidence ~see, e.g., Ref. 5–8!, that the Al2O3(0001)/
Cu(111) interface is oxygen terminated, and that hydro
can strongly affect adhesion in metal/ceramic interfaces.8

Here we will examine viaab initio computations the
effect of interfacial hydrogen on the Al2O3(0001)/Cu(111)
interfacial structure and adhesion. This interface was cho
because of the considerable experimental data available~see,
e.g., Ref. 5, 6, 9 and 10! on both structure5,6 and adhesion.9,10

Our results reveal that hydrogen can play a bridging role
the formation of oxygen-terminated Al2O3 /metal interfaces.
We will see, that, while interfacial hydrogen can substa
tially affect Al2O3 /Cu bonding, its instability in the interfac
as a function of Cu thickness leaves the Al2O3 /Cu work of
separation substantially larger than that of bulk Cu, presu
ably precluding a significant hydrogen effect on fractu
These results are consistent with experimental data on
important interface. These results will be contrasted with
effects of hydrogen on diamond/Cu adhesion and with res
we present here on the stability of hydrogen on
Al2O3(0001) surface in the presence of adsorbed alumin

The author of Refs. 5, 6, and 11 observed that cop
films grown on~0001! sapphire by molecular-beam epitax
exhibit an epitaxial orientation relationship with the Cu~111!
plane parallel to the Al2O3(0001) plane, and they reporte
that the Al2O3(0001) plane at the interface is terminated
a layer of oxygen atoms. This termination is consistent w
predicted4,12,13terminations at Al2O3(0001)/metal interfaces
based on predicted interfacial energies as a function of o
gen partial pressures, which are in turn consistent with m
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sured interfacial energies as a function of oxygen par
pressures as determined10,14 from sessile drop experiment
on Al2O3(0001)/Cu interfaces.

Now we discuss the details of our calculational metho
The 131 Al2O3(0001)/Cu(111) interfaces are modeled by
slab which consists of a finite number of layers which are
infinite extent in the plane of the interface. The slabs
repeated periodically along the@111# direction. For each slab
the Al2O3 part contains four oxygen layers and six Al layer
and the metal part contains seven or eight metal layers,
pending on the stacking sequence of the interface sys
The positions of all the atoms in the slabs are relaxed
equilibrium. At equilibrium, the total energy is minimize
and forces on all atoms are below 26 meV/Å. In our tot
energy and force calculations, the exchange-correlation
tential follows the generalized gradient approximation
Perdewet al.,15 and the full-potential linearized augmente
plane wave method is employed to solve the Kohn-Sh
equations.16–18 A kinetic-energy cutoff for the plane wav
basis of Emax

wf 518 Ry. The muffin-tin radii for hydrogen
oxygen, aluminum, and copper atoms are taken to be 0
0.74, 0.90, and 0.95 Å, respectively. A uniformk-point
mesh with five points in the irreducible part of the Brillou
zone is used. Our calculations were for O3-terminated inter-
faces, as discussed above. Here we employ the notatio
Ref. 2, so that O3-termination means that the Al2O3 is ter-
minated by an oxygen atomic layer.

For the clean O3-terminated Al2O3(0001)/Cu(111) inter-
face, our optimized interfacial hexagonal stacking seque
is ••• a b c A B C •••, as shown in Fig. 1. The meta
interfacial structure is similar to that of bulk Cu. The rum
pling of the interfacial Cu and O layers is relatively sma
(,0.07 Å for the Cu layer, and,0.03 Å for the O layer!,
consistent with reflection high-energy electron-diffracti
and transmission electron microscopy experiments.5 The av-
erage separation between the interfacial Cu and O laye
1.43 Å, which is smaller than the value of 2 Å reported
Scheuet al. from their high-resolution transmission electro
microscopy image simulation.6 It is to be expected that ou
computed separation would be smaller than the observ6

value, because we have assumed a commensurate inte
~no misfit dislocations!, while the actual interface has bee
observed5,6,11 to be epitaxial but incommensurate due
overlap of misfit dislocations.
©2002 The American Physical Society11-1
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The quantity of central interest for this research is
work of separation, Wsep, which is the difference in the tota
energy of the fully separated interface and the interface
equilibrium separation divided by the cross-sectional area
has been argued19 that computations like ours can yield re
sonably accurate works of separation or adhesion. Thi
born out by the relatively good agreement between our c
puted and experimentalWsep for Al2O3 /Al and Al2O3 /Ag
~see Table I of Zhang and Smith.4!

Our calculations show that the Al2O3 /Cu interface exhib-
its a noticeable metallic/covalent character with O 2p–Cu 3d
hybridization, so that the oxygen layer is metallized with t
gap filled by metal-induced gap states. It makes the interf
appear metallic, which may be consistent with the obser
tion that the spatially resolved electron-energy-loss spect
copy of the interface looks like that of the Cu bulk.20

Next, we allowed the O3-terminated Al2O3(0001) surface
to be saturated with hydrogen~one hydrogen for each surfac
oxygen!, which results in the lowest surface energy and
greatest stability across the entire range of physically rea
tic conditions.2 We then interfaced this surface with Cu, an
calculated all the possible configurations for the hydrog
atoms.

In determining the hydrogen configurations, it is nec
sary to compute hydrogen segregation energies. We fo
that the hydrogen has a lower energy in the metal bulk t
in the Al2O3 bulk. Hence, in the following, our discussion
of hydrogen segregation energies will concentrate on
Cu~111! surface, Cu bulk, and the Al2O3(0001)/Cu(111) in-
terface.

FIG. 1. Clean oxygen-terminated Al2O3(0001)/Cu(111) inter-
faces.

TABLE I. Heats of segregation for H segregating from t
Cu/Al2O3 interface to the Cu surface in eV per H as a function
Cu thickness. The initial H coverage in the interface is ML. T
energies to segregate each 1/3 ML~first, second, and final 1/3 ML!,
are tabulated.

Cu thickness H segregated

First Second Final
1 ML 20.65 20.40 20.67
2 ML 20.30 20.16 20.61
3 ML 0.18 0.11 20.87
Bulk 0.52 0.24 20.69
07341
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First we compute the hydrogen heat of segregation to
Cu~111! surface from the Cu bulk for 1/3 ML H on Cu~111!.
At this coverage, the H-H separation on the surface
4.45 Å, resulting in relatively weak adatom interaction
Dissociative adsorption of H2 on Cu is known21 to be acti-
vated, and so one might expect21 a relatively low H surface
coverage at, say,T5300 K, motivating our 1/3-ML choice.
Our computed H surface segregation energy of 0.68
agrees relatively well with the experimental22 value of 0.65
eV. We found a relatively weak dependence on H surfa
coverage of this heat of segregation. For the maximum
perimentally observed21 coverage, 2/3 ML, formed at below
200 K, we found 0.54 eV for the heat of surface segregati

Now we are ready to compute the segregation energe
for the Cu/H/Al2O3 system. Results are shown in Table I
a discrete function of the Cu(111)/H/Al2O3(0001) interfa-
cial H coverage. The heats of segregation given there
those for H segregation from the interface to the Cu~111!
surface, in 1/3-ML increments. These increments arise n
rally from the three rather different sites for interfacial H
shown in Fig. 2. H in site 1 is the most weakly bound in t
interface, and the first 1/3 ML to segregate in our mod
comes from that site. Concentrate first on the values labe
‘‘bulk’’ in Table I, which were computed for a Cu~111! film
eight atomic layers thick, as noted above. We see that
first 1/3 ML has a positive heat of segregation to the
surface. Similarly, the second 1/3 ML comes from site 2, a
it has a smaller but positive heat of segregation to the
surface. H in site 3 is the most strongly bound in the int
face. This site, 0.13 Å below the nearest oxygen atom in
topmost oxygen layer, is close to that occupied by Al in t
stoichiometric Al2O3(0001) surface. One can see from Tab
I that the heat of segregation from the interface to the surf
for the final 1/3 ML is negative, indicating that it will no
segregate and is stable in the interface.

So we conclude that within our model approximately 1
ML of H is stable in the Cu/Al2O3 interface, with 2/3 ML

f

FIG. 2. Hydrogen configuration in ultrathin Cu~111! films on
Al2O3(0001).
1-2
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segregating to the Cu surface. Interestingly, it has b
found21 experimentally that the saturation coverage for H
Cu~111! at temperatures below approximately 200 K is 2
ML, as noted above. We found that for the stable 1/3 ML
H in the interface, the O-H bond length is 0.99 Å, on
0.02 Å longer than that for the Al2O3(0001) surface. The
interfacial oxygen and Cu layers are relatively flat. The la
est rumpling of the oxygen layer along@0001# is ,0.15 Å
(0.03 Å for the clean interface!, and while that for the in-
terfacial Cu atomic layer is,0.08 Å (0.07 Å for the clean
interface!. The average interfacial separation between the
and Cu layers is 1.63 Å, which is a little larger than t
value of 1.43 Å for the clean interface.

One might expect that this 1/3 ML of interfacial H wou
affect the Wsep. We found that the Wsep for the clean~H
free!, interface is 7.03 J/m2. For the interface containing 1/
ML of H, the Wsep has decreased to 4.72 J/m2. This can be
compared with our corresponding values for~bulk! Cu~111!
of 2.96 J/m2 and for ~bulk! Al2O3(0001) of 4.26 J/m2.
Thus we find that, for the clean interface and also in
presence of hydrogen, the weakest link of the Cu/H/Al2O3
system is in the Cu.

The interface toughness measurements of Evans9 have a
bearing on these results. See, especially, Fig. 7 of Re
There we find interface toughnesses for several Al2O3 /metal
interfaces for ambient air ranging between dry and mo
Presumably H concentrations in the materials would
lower under dry conditions than under moist air conditio
The Al2O3 /Cu interfacial toughnesses are relatively hig
even under moist air conditions. That is, when failure occu
it happens usually by ductile fracture of the Cu. These
perimental results are consistent with our computedWsep
being in the order Cu/Cu,Cu/Al2O3, both with and without
the presence of interfacial hydrogen.

It is interesting to examine these interfaces in their ea
stages of growth, as might be found in the molecular be
epitaxy process. To carry this out, we add metal layers
(H-O)3-terminated Al2O3(0001) surfaces in an atomic laye
by layer fashion. This provides some insights into how me
layer thicknesses affect hydrogen location and energetic

For the Cu/H/Al2O3 system, when 1 or 2 ML of Cu are
deposited on (H-O)3-terminated Al2O3(0001) substrates, th
surface O-H bond is stable at the interface. See Table I wh
the segregation energies are provided. There one can se
for 1 and 2 ML of Cu the segregation energies are all ne
tive, meaning that the H monolayer is stable in the interfa
These stable configurations are shown in Fig. 2. We a
considered partial monolayers, i.e., 1/3 or 2/3 ML Cu add
to the substrate. Our results indicate again that the adde
layers do not affect the stability of surface O-H.

The spacing between the surface O plane and the
plane is 2.90 Å for 1-ML Cu/H/Al2O3, more than twice the
1.30 Å Cu/O spacing for the hydrogen-free interface~1 ML
Cu/Al2O3). We found a spacing of 3.85 Å for 2-ML
Cu/H/Al2O3. Compare with the spacing of 1.36 Å for th
clean 2-ML Cu/Al2O3. The hydrogen has greatly pushed t
Cu layer and alumina surface apart. However, when the n
ber of Cu layers increases to three~see Table I and Fig. 2!,
the interaction between Cu and surface O is sufficiently
07341
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hanced that 2/3 ML of the surface O-H is dissociated and
corresponding hydrogen atoms escape from the interfac
Cu surface. Thus as in the thicker Cu results discussed ab
and given as the bulk row in Table I, our calculations sh
that the stable H coverage in the interface is 1/3 ML.

We see, then, that the oxygen-terminated Al2O3(0001),
seen experimentally,5,6,11 can be obtained as a natural pr
gression of epitaxial Cu growth on the oxygen-termina
Al2O3(0001) with adsorbed hydrogen. That is, hydrogen
the Al2O3(0001) surface can play a bridging role in the fo
mation of the oxygen-terminated Cu/Al2O3 interface. Surely
this is not the only route by which the oxygen-terminat
Cu/Al2O3 interface can be formed. But, given the observe1

stability of H on Al2O3(0001) surfaces, one may expect th
hydrogen can play a role in the formation of the interface
described above.

Next we compare the above Cu results with the effect
Al on the bonding of hydrogen with the Al2O3(0001) sur-
face. To do this, we adsorb a monolayer of Al on the sa
H-saturated Al2O3(0001) surface which we studied abov
~compare Figs. 2 and 3!. In contrast with our
Al2O3(0001)/Cu results, we find that a monolayer of Al
sufficient to dissociate the H/Al2O3(0001) bond. Presum
ably, this is consistent with the much larger heat of oxi
formation for Al ~5.79 eV per oxygen atom in Al2O3), as
compared with Cu~1.76 eV per oxygen atom in Cu2O). The
relatively strong aluminum/oxygen bond facilitates its diss
ciation of the H/Al2O3(0001) bond.

Finally, these Cu/H/Al2O3 results are rather different from
that found7,8 for Cu/diamond adhesion in the presence of
The average segregation energy of a full monolayer o
from the interface to the Cu surface is21.06 eV per H atom
for the Cu/diamond interface, compared to10.02 eV/H atom
for the Cu/Al2O3 interface@the average bulk results~Table
I!#. So the H is more stable in the Cu/diamond interface th
in the Cu/Al2O3 interface. This is consistent with theWsep
for a H monolayer from a diamond surface being 2.3 J/2

higher than from a Al2O3 surface. That these H binding en
ergies would be so different is perhaps not surprising, giv
the fundamental differences between a rather ionic mate
such as Al2O3 and a purely covalent material such as d
mond.

In summary, we found that H can play a bridging role
the formation of the Al2O3 /Cu interface. Adsorbed H on th
Al2O3(0001) surface stabilizes an oxygen terminatio
which in turn is the stable interfacial configuration fo
Al2O3 /Cu. Coverages as high as two monolayers of Cu

FIG. 3. Hydrogen configuration for a 1-ML Al film on Al2O3.
1-3
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Al2O3(0001) will not dissociate the interfacial O-H bond.
contrast, a monolayer of Al on Al2O3(0001) will completely
dissociate the surface O-H bond. For three or higher
monolayers approximately 1/3 ML of H remains stable in t
interface. This 1/3 ML of interfacial H lowers the Al2O3 /Cu
Wsep by 33%, but the interface is still stronger~higher
y

.

.

07341
u

Wsep), than either bulk Cu or Al2O3. This result is consisten
with interfacial toughness measurements in moist or dry
conditions.
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